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Alumni feedback: 2013 – 2017 Batch 

Based on the alumni feedback taken during the alumni meet and also whenever they visit the 

college, the following are the key takeaways consolidated 

 To include trending subjects like Machine learning, Data Science, Mobile application 

development to be included in early semesters to provide the fundamentals of statistical 

knowledge, practical applications and related components.  

 To provide useful resources from the web for self learning in coding, tips for cracking the 

technical / coding round test, programming paradigm and many more. 

 To increase the number of workshops that can provide knowledge beyond syllabus. Hands-

on workshops on recent trends like cyber security and block chain, Internet of Things, 

Machine Learning, Cloud computing, Mobile application development, Devops, data 

analytics and many more can collaborate their ideas, deliver, share recent trends, 

advancements and research in an open forum. 

 To accommodate syllabus with project based learning. 

 To insist on self study component that can help students to improve their communication 

skills as well as they can stimulate lifelong learning activities. 

 To offer MOOC Courses, NPTEL, Coursera, Harappa, along with Open Source courses to 

students for self learning the content beyond syllabus. 

 To focus more on lab experimentations, innovation and research, concept of paper writing 

and patenting. 

 To include mainly open source tools usage in labs like VMware, NS2, Anaconda, Java etc to 

help students come out of proprietary software’s. Open source tools are widely used in core 

companies. 

 To invite guest lectures on latest updates in the fields of Data Science & Machine Learning, 

cloud computing, Software development skills, block chain, Software Testing Tools and 

Applications. 
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Employee feedback: 2013 – 2017 Batch 

 Career based tracks for technical creativity and analytical thinking skills can be provided to 

students to solve various software related issues. 

 Wide choice of electives can be incorporated in the curriculum based on emerging 

technologies. Labs associated with these electives can enrich technical knowledge of the 

students.   

 The industry readiness with innovative software programs and application development are 

required, hence students must specialize in multiple programming languages like C, C++, 

C#, java, python etc. 

 Introduce domain specific teaching, learning curriculum from 3rd semester onwards for 

technical excellence in trending technologies 

 Domain specific industrial visits can help students to create curiosity and exposure for 

industry readiness. 

 Project based learning 

 Exposure to open source tools  

 Active participation in technical events and expose the student ability to industry experts. 

 Courses like Computer organization and operating systems can be included in third and 

fourth semesters respectively to provide the fundamental knowledge regarding the 

architectures and related components. 

 Buddies from college can provide inputs to current students on recent advances in research, 

Industry needs and area of expertise on courses like Data Structures, Algorithms, 

programming paradigm, useful resources in the web for self learning in coding, Tips for 

cracking the technical / coding round test and many more. 

 Recommendations to include subjects like Essential English, Ethics and life skills for 

students. 

 Seminars/ workshops on “How to prepare for placements, coding tips, debugging skills, 

technical concepts on programming” can be organised for students for smart performance.  

 Students must be focused on projects/technical seminars on recent emerging trends to adhere 

to industry standards rather than reading core subjects during their 8th semesters. 

 

Student Feedback: 2013 – 2017 Batch 

 Selection of electives by students based on their career path. 
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 Frequent industrial visits can help students with good opportunities, awareness about 

best practices and practical working environment. 

 Increase in the number of industrial visits can help students to identify their prospective area 

of work like software development, testing, design and automation and many more. 

 For Gate and competitive exams, students suggested courses like FAFL to be included in the 

curriculum during their initial 5th/6th semesters. 

 Students requested to organize industrial visits with core companies like VMware, SAP, 

IBM, Wipro, Werner, and many more to know the advanced research and developments, core 

programming techniques and practical working environments to meet the needs. 

 Self study topics beyond syllabus can be listed and circulated with students. 

 Motivational talks on Stress management, Conflict handling, Team work, Team building and 

Study skills on research and developments, patenting, Entrepreneurship can strengthen ideas 

and provide initiative paths to students. 

 With increase in number of workshops on “trending technologies and technical jobs for the 

next 5 years” may help students to downstream their career paths 

 Quiz based on aptitude, pattern matching, hackathon can be conducted to improvise student’s 

attention. 

 

Course Coordinators Feedback: 2017-2018  

To enrich the curriculum and expose the students to the current industrial requirements, the 

course coordinators suggested incorporating the following in the syllabus prescribed for forth 

coming semesters. 

 Track wise curriculum with various courses must be framed from the initial semesters.  

 Computer organization and operating systems must be included in third and fourth semesters 

respectively to provide the fundamental knowledge regarding the architectures and related 

components.  

 Course contents of subjects like data structures with C, object oriented programming, 

machine learning, advanced java, design and analysis of algorithms, software engineering 

and project management must be revised for contents and reframed.  

 Appropriate mathematical/statistical concepts must to be included in the syllabus for 

Machine Learning.  

 Recommendations to introduce discrete mathematics and graph theory and Java & J2EE in 

the 4th semester to build strong analytical background. 
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 No programming language to be enforced on students.  

 Software testing subject can have lab associated for better understanding. 

 Courses like mobile application development, NoSQL, Internet of Things, UNIX system 

programming, automata theory and formal languages, file structures, User interface design, 

virtual reality, C# and .net, computer graphics with OpenGL and soft computing can be 

included as new courses in the curriculum.  

 Advanced concepts in C# & .net can to be included in the syllabus. 

 The courses like machine learning and data science has overlapping content, 

recommendation to give more importance to statistics in data science.  

 The reference books of latest edition can be recommended as text books. 

 Mini project component and technical seminars can be incorporated in the syllabus. 

 

Action Plan for 2018-19 based on 2017-18 feedback summary 

Based on the Alumni feedback: 

 Students study subjects like Computer organization, Operating systems, Mobile application 

development, python, data Science, Machine Learning at their initial semesters to strengthen 

their technical skills. 

 Buddy talks were organized to help current students on recent advances in research, Industry 

needs and area of expertise on courses like Data Structures, Algorithms, programming 

paradigm, useful resources in the web for self learning in coding, Tips for cracking the 

technical / coding round test and many more. 

 Seminars/ workshops on How to prepare for placements, Data Structures and its 

Applications, Object Oriented Programming, Design Patterns, Python Programming, Mobile 

application development,  IoT Challenge 2019, Devops and many more are organized. 

 8th semester curriculum are reframed with project based learning and no core subjects. This 

would enable students to concentrate better and excel in exhibiting their skills according to 

industry standards. 

 Self study Report is a continuous internal evaluation (CIE) component for one subject at 

least every semester. This evaluates them to do extra referencing based on their area of 

interest. Students will also give a presentation for evaluation purpose. This improves their 

presentation skills there by stimulates lifelong learning as a team. Self study topics beyond 

syllabus are encouraged. Self study topics beyond syllabus are listed in the lesson plan and 

circulated with students. 

 Many MOOC Courses, NPTEL, Coursera, Harappa, Open Source courses are complied for 
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students to deliver content beyond syllabus. MOOC/NPTEL courses are made mandatory for 

5th semester students and 3rd semester students are also motivated to actively participate. 

 Much innovative teaching pedagogy is incorporated to improve the capability of the students. 

Few initiatives are 

o Originality and Creativity 

o The change is brought by using various innovations  

o Constancy in their work  

o Knowledge used and developed in academics, research and patenting 

 Open sources workshop are organized to enable students to come out of proprietary 

software’s. Open source tools used in lab like VMWare, NS2, Anaconda, Java etc 

 

Based on the Employee feedback: 

 Courses like essential English, life skills for engineers, introduction to economics are 

introduced for students in the syllabus. 

 Wide choices of electives are incorporated in the curriculum based on emerging 

technologies. Electives offered for students are VMware, Big Data Analytics, HP Vertica, 

Cisco Networking Academy, Schneider Electric, SAP next-Gen, Quest Global Engineer, and 

Automation Anywhere (IIoT). Labs associated with these electives enrich technical 

knowledge of the students.  

 The industry readiness with innovative software programs and application development 

skills are incorporated among students. Hence students are specialized in multiple 

programming languages like C, C++, C#, java, python etc. 

 Students have the choice to program in any programming language. No restrictions enforced 

on students. 

 Advanced concepts relevant to industry readiness and expectations are incorporated in the 

syllabus. Courses like mobile application development, NoSQL, Internet of Things, UNIX 

system programming, automata theory and formal languages, file structures, User interface 

design, virtual reality, C# and dot net, computer graphics with OpenGL and soft computing  

 Domain specific teaching - learning curriculum is introduced from 3rd semester onwards for 

technical excellence in trending technologies 

 Very good exposure to open source tools. 

 Active participation in technical events and expose the student ability to industry experts. 

Many activities like Hackathons, KSCST and KSTA project proposals, Toycathon idea 

submissions, External Competitions, QuBytes 19 - State Level Inter collegiate Tech Fest are 

structured for students to participate and stimulate their learning.  

 In all courses, the fifth chapter – 20% of syllabus every semester is handled by Industry 
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experts. All labs have minimum 3 experiments beyond syllabus to incorporate more curiosity 

and hands-on with the subject.  

 Many technical events/hackatons were organized like T-ZEST, Cryptoathon, Koders and 

many more for students to actively participate and exhibit their talents. 

 

Based on the Student Feedback: 

 Frequent industrial visits are organized with core companies like VMware, SAP, IBM, 

Wipro, Werner, and many more to provide good opportunities and understand the advanced 

research and development activities, core programming techniques, awareness about 

best practices and practical working environment. Domain specific industrial visits help 

students to create curiosity and exposure for industry readiness. 

 Quiz based on aptitude, pattern matching, hackathon, Brain Teaser is conducted to improvise 

student attention.  

 For Gate and competitive exams, students suggested courses like FAFL are included in the 

curriculum during their initial 5th/6th semesters. 

 Self study topics beyond syllabus are listed and circulated with students. 

 Students can selection their electives based on their career path. 

 

Based on the Course Coordinator Feedback: 

 Career based tracks for technical creativity and analytical thinking skills are provided to 

students to solve various software related issues. The sequence of core subjects learnt by the 

students are as follows 

o Third semester- Python, Data structures with C, Computer Organization 

o Fourth semester- OOP with Java, DBMS, Operating systems 

o Fifth semester- Data Science, Web internet programming, Design and analysis of 

algorithms, Mobile Application Development 

o Sixth semester- Advanced Java, Machine learning 

 Project Quality is improved and indicated by following metrics  

o  Regular Internal Assessments 

o  External Examiner Evaluation 

o Plagiarism check 

o Student publications 

o Patents 

o VTU awards 

o Vishwakarma Award 



o Techorizon 

 Motivational talks on Stress management, Conflict handling, Team work, Team building and 

Study skills on research and developments, Patenting, Entrepreneurship and Management are 

organized for students to strengthen their ideas and provide initiative paths. 

 Workshops on trending technologies and technical jobs for the next 5 years according to 

industry requirements are delivered to students to downstream their career paths 

 The reference books of latest edition as text books are included in the syllabus. 

 Computer organization and operating systems are included in third and fourth semesters 

respectively to provide the fundamental knowledge regarding the architectures and related 

components.  

 Course contents of subjects like data structures with C, object oriented programming, 

machine learning, advanced java, design and analysis of algorithms, software engineering 

and project management are revised for contents and reframed.  

 Appropriate mathematical/statistical concepts are included in the syllabus for Machine 

Learning.  

 Discrete mathematics and graph theory and Java & J2EE are introduced in the 4th semester 

to build strong analytical background. 

 Software testing subject is associated with lab for better understanding. 

 Courses like mobile application development, NoSQL, Internet of Things, UNIX system 

programming, automata theory and formal languages, file structures, User interface design, 

virtual reality, C# and .net, computer graphics with OpenGL and soft computing are included 

as new courses in the curriculum.  

 Advanced concepts in C# & .net are included in the syllabus. 

 Mini project component and technical seminar components are incorporated in the syllabus. 

 Mandatory to all the students to undergo at least 6 week of internship in their curriculum. 

Many final year projects are done in government agencies like DRDO, LRDE, HAL etc or in 

reputed IT companies like IBM, SAP, HCL etc. 
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